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What in the World is Revco Bob Doing
on the Beach at Sunrise?

Sudoku Solution

1-7 Laugh at Work
Mark Your Calendar… April
Week

April 1 National Fun at
Work Day

April 17-23 National Karaoke Week

April 7 No Housework Day

April 24-30 Bedbug Awareness Week

April 16 Husband Appreciation Day
Distracted Driving Awareness Month
April 25 Hug a Plumber
International Customer
Day
Loyalty Month
April 30 International Jazz National Frog Month
Day
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Important News for Old Avocent DSR Users
- No, Really...It is Important
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thought I’d share it with you.
In the March edition of FY I I told you that
at my last Peak Performers meeting I had
been introduced to a morning routine that
was promised to make a significant change
to my personal and professional life. Well,
being the skeptic I am, I had my doubts.
After all, improving my business, personal
development, health, finances as well as
solidifying my future goals and plans all in
one shot seemed like a pretty big promise.

This new fangled routine is
called The Miracle Morning
and is explained in a book of
the same name by Hal Elrod.
In fact, in its first year, this
book became one of the highest rated books in the history
of Amazon and there are now huge numbers of people who have made TMM a part
of their daily activities.

In addition, this new idea meant getting up
even earlier every morning; something that
I already had enough difficulty doing. I
am not a morning person. But, I was willing to try something new, especially if I
could achieve those lofty goals.

I’ll explain the basics of The Miracle
Morning in a moment, but first I want to
tell you what I have already accomplished
in the last 49 days since I started.

Boy, I am glad I did! For the last 49 days
now, I have been up at 6:00 participating
faithfully in this new morning routine
(even twice on the beach), and, since it
appears to be doing what was promised, I

I am up earlier every morning and to my
surprise, I am usually not dragging myself
out of bed and constantly hitting the
snooze button. I appear to have developed
a new enthusiasm for the day and my life
in general. I know, it sounds like old
Revco Bob drank the Kool-Aid, or has
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Something to Think About...
This month, spend a few minutes watching an interview with Linus Torvalds, software
engineer and the mind behind Linux, the OS that changed the software industry.
You’ll also get to see the Linux world headquarters!

http://www.ted.com/talks/linus_torvalds_the_mind_behind_linux#t-21137
Monthly Quote

Client Corner
Last month, Mike Lane of TIAA in
Charlotte, NC began to replace his outdated CCM1650 Console Management
Appliances with new Avocent ACS6032
Advanced Console Servers.
Not only did Mike invest in the industry’s most advanced console management solution, but he also qualified
within Emerson’s Technology Trade-Up
Program to receive a hefty rebate for
his old hardware.
Thank you and congratulations, Mike,
on saving money and stretching your
budget. Call me to find out how you,
too, can get a BIG rebate when you replace old equipment.
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"One of the saddest things in life is to get
to the end and look back in regret knowing that you could have been, done and
had so much more." – Robin Sharma
Share Your Thoughts and Earn a Reward
I want to hear what you think about
Revco and our products. It’s quick &
easy, and your efforts will be greatly appreciated...and rewarded with a $15 Best
Buy Gift Card. To get started, go to:
temp.revco-inc.com/add-your-thoughts
And, when you refer a new client to
Revco, you can earn a $50 Visa Gift
Card and even a dinner for 2 at your
choice of any restaurant! Start now.
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Do You Sudoku?

So what is The Miracle Morning all
about? Some of you may already know
about TMM, or you may have your own
daily routine that is similar.
It boils down to S.A.V.E.R.S., a set of 6
simple daily practices that will develop
one or more of your physical, intellectual,
emotional and spiritual aspects of your
life. Here they are…
S—Silence; a few minutes of meditation, prayer, reflection, deep breathing or
whatever you wish to do; begin each day
with a calm, clear peace of mind.
A—Affirmations; bor r ows fr om Hill’s
principle of Auto-Suggestion; read aloud
your affirmations to drill them into your
subconscious mind.

joined some cult. But, in truth, the principles in TMM were drawn from some of
the 13 key principles of success first introduced by Napoleon Hill in his classic
1937 book Think and Grow Rich.
I’ve solidified short and long term goals
for myself and my business and by doing
so, I’ve enabled myself to better focus my
activities to achieve the results I want.
I’ve been consistently exercising every
day. I start with a thorough routine of
stretching which, for a guy my age, has
really improved my flexibility and all but
eliminated those aches and pains. I then
move into a weight training program that
includes focusing on different muscle
groups every day. I have seen a big
change in my physical appearance and my
wife can’t keep her hands off of me. (OK,
that last part I made up. I’m sorry.)

I read every day and I am on my 6th
book! In the past, it seemed that I never
made time to read enough and always got
distracted by something else I had to do. I
have learned a lot in just these 6 books.
Finally, I have become more productive at
work. I hit the ground running each
morning and I seem to get more accomplished which can only mean success.
800-500-1346

V—Visualize; a technique used by athletes, entertainers and business leaders to
mentally rehearse the outcomes they
want; much like affirmations, spend a
few minutes “seeing” the things you want
to accomplish and obtain.
E—Exercise; totally up to you; it can
be Yoga, walking, running, weight training, etc. It wakes you up, provides mental
clarity and sustains higher energy levels
throughout the day.

R—Reading; anything you want but
preferably books that help you acquire
ideas, knowledge and strategies. Even if
you read just 10 pages a day, that’s 3,650
pages a year; equivalent to over eighteen
200 page books!
S—Scribing (or Writing); spend just a
few minutes and write in a journal your
goals, gratitude, accomplishments, etc.
You might be surprised what comes out.
I’ve just summarized TMM, but it is not
difficult, it doesn’t take up much time
(mine takes an hour or so) and based on
my results and that of others I’ve spoken
to, it might change your life, too.
In fact, I am going to make you an offer.
I will send a free copy of the book to the
first three (3) people who contact me and
request it. But, the catch is you have to
promise me you’ll read it and try out
TMM for at least two weeks. Then, send
me an email with your thoughts and results. If you are willing to do that, the
book is yours. Call me today.

